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Very Illustrious Sir, both before God and before the world, I would be ungrateful
if I thought to dedicate this small work to anybody else but Your Lordship. If it
were sheltered from such high patronage, once it arrived into common acceptance,
I would have the constant doubt that it would not be defended by the usual denigration of malignant critics, which is eliminated by such noble protection as that
of Your Lordship. I am grateful for this, because with this minuscule homage I can
reverently show you my gratitude for the most bountiful favors that your magnificence has bestowed on me.

The minuscule homage was the Sefer sha‘ar Yosef, a talmudic commentary on the
tractate Horayot that h·ayim Yosef David Azulai, the h·IDA (1724–1806), gave to print
during his stay in Livorno in 1756.1 The Sha‘ar Yosef was the first book published by
h·IDA, who at that time was a young itinerant fundraiser (sing. shaliah·, pl. shelih·im)
on a mission for the Jewish community of Hebron. The long dedication in Spanish,
from which I have quoted the first few lines, was printed at the beginning of the
book in honor of Dr. Michael Pereira de Leon, a wealthy member of the Livornese
Jewish elite who granted financial help to defray the publication of Azulai’s book
and supported him during his stay in town.2
It is well known that during the second half of the eighteenth century, the Tuscan
port of Livorno on the Tyrrhenian Sea became one of the main Mediterranean hubs
for the publication of Hebrew legal writings by living or recently deceased Levantine
and Maghrebi authors, and for their distribution to centers where Livornese merchants had established trading firms, such as Tunis, Smyrna, and Salonica.3 Less
known, however, are the local conditions that enabled the success of this specific
Hebrew publishing activity. Recent studies on the Italian book trade have shown
that eighteenth-century Italian publishers tended to lack substantial capital and
usually tried to avoid any market risk. There is no evidence of a true literary mar250
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ketplace and the development of capitalist-style publishing until the second half of
the nineteenth century. Before then, financial backing from the nobility and the
Church was crucial to the production and the diffusion of Italian books, sometimes
in the form of book subscriptions.4 In the Hebrew publishing world, traditionally
conservative, we find a similar situation. Usually, the publication costs were not
covered by the publishers, but rather by external patrons, donors, and frequently by
the clients themselves. This was especially true for books by living authors, such as
Azulai’s Sha‘ar Yosef.
To better understand the success story of Livorno as a Hebrew publishing center,
as well as the success stories of those rabbis who were able to print several of their
works in these circumstances, we need to account for networks of material support
within which the scholars, who published their manuscripts and those of their ancestors, operated. In this essay, I would like to offer a few preliminary observations
about this system from the point of view of patron-client relations. Until the mid1970s, historians tended to portray patronage either as the context for exceptional
artistic creativity, such as in Renaissance Florence, or as a troublesome leftover of
feudal structures, incompatible with the advance of capitalism and “rational modernization.” Today, these interpretations have been revised.5 Recent studies have shown
that patronage was not a voluntary activity, in which one could choose to engage
or not, but rather an engrained and far-reaching process that shaped identities and
hierarchical orders in early modern Europe.6 Patronage was a pervasive “productive
system,” to use Mario Biagioli’s expression, which not only drove clients up the
social ladder but also defined scholarly values, structures of communication, and
professional identities.7 In this light, I will look specifically at the relationship that
two itinerant rabbis, h·IDA and Judah Ayash, both known for their legal traditionalism, forged with the patrons who sponsored their scholarly and printing activities
in Livorno.
h·IDA’s older contemporary, the Algerian rabbi Judah Ayash (1690–1760), had
three of his halakhic manuscripts printed in Livorno during his lifetime. For the publication of his first books, the Leh·em Yehudah (1745), a commentary on Maimonides’
Mishneh Torah, and the collection of responsa Bet Yehudah (1746), Ayash enjoyed the
financial support of benefactors in Algiers.8 In the case of his third halakhic volume,
the Bene Yehudah (1758), however, he was able to rely on the help of a Livornese
patron, Moses h·ayim son of Raphael Abraham Franco, who “set aside some of his
money in the form of a nedavah,” an offer, for its publication. Franco was, like Pereira
de Leon, a member of the Livornese Sephardi elite and belonged to a respected
mercantile family. Not only did Franco sponsor Ayash’s publication, but he also
provided the rabbi with a place to stay. Before Ayash’s arrival, the Francos “prepared
and emptied a house for me,” wrote the author in his introduction, “a nice place with
nice utensils, everything was ready and appointed.”
Moses h·ayim, depicted as a pious and devoted Jew, showed liberality and love
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of scholarship: “He would appoint everything that I [lit., my eyes] demanded from
sacred writings, both old and new. With pleasure he bought books and would lend
them to me, for my sake; his heart understood by mere hints that I desired them.”9
Moses’ hospitality was supplemented by the rest of his family, whom the introduction also praises at length for their generosity, devotion, and kindness—not only his
father Raphael Franco, but in particular the women of the house, his mother Rachel
and his wife Donha Rosa Rodrigues Miranda.
For authors, the offer of a book to a potential or current benefactor was an act
pregnant with meaning, on which careers and opportunities were built. Not unlike
actual gifts,10 given in order to honor and gain the friendship of patrons, the offering of a book to a powerful sponsor could be a strategic moment in the ritualized
relationship between dependent authors and their supporters, one which marked the
entry into, and formalization of, a patron-client relationship.11 Azulai’s dedication to
Michael Pereira de Leon thus was not a unique phenomenon. Indeed, at the beginning of his Sefer Bene Yehudah Judah Ayash inserted a dedication as well. This too was
written in a florid Baroque Spanish, in honor of Moses Haim Franco.
Spanish was the formal language of the Livornese Sephardi elite. It is not known
if Azulai and Ayash knew it (and its literary conventions) in the 1750s; it is possible
that they did not personally compose the dedications and may have relied on local
“ghostwriters” to pen them on their behalf.12 Nonetheless, we must assume that these
texts reflected the rabbis’ concern with pleasing their sponsors. For instance, Ayash’s
benefactor was compared to no less than the biblical Moses. Just as God had sent
manna to the people of Israel after Moses’ prayers, so that their pilgrimage in the
desert should not be arduous, so Moses Franco had guided Ayash’s family, “a small
pilgrim people, taking care of us with the manna of his kind gifts with such generosity and a truly frank and pious soul (Franco, y Pio).” 13
Ayash’s and Azulai’s texts reflect well-known rhetorical techniques in the genre
of the dedication. Both scholars not only emphasize their deep debt of gratitude, but
also minimize their own role as authors; only thanks to the patron’s protection will
their works be safe from malignant critics.14 “Out of gratitude,” Ayash continued, “I
am compelled to dedicate this small work to you. Once it is protected under your
wing there will be no malignant critics who will be able to criticize it or bite it with
their stubborn teeth.” 15 For his part, Azulai justified his request for protection by
extolling the learning and piety of Pereira de Leon. “It is furthermore right that I ask
you to defend this work,” Azulai wrote,
because you are adorned with such abundant literature, perfect in the divine science,
and well-read in the humane letters. You unveil the most secret dogmas [and] the
most subtle systems in the Holy Law with frankness, clarity and pleasantness. In jurisprudence and medicine, your unequivocal opinion is impossible to disagree with. In
erudition, you are endowed with linguistic command; in politics, you [know] morals
and the art of prudence; your advices, instructions, and edification accurately testify to
this. [You are] an ardent follower of the Divine Law and honor its teachers.16
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The system of patronage ties established during one generation, thanks also to ritual
gestures such as a book dedication, did not necessarily come to an end after the
death of either the author or his benefactor. In this sense, we can accurately talk
about a multigenerational support network. This is illustrated by the case of Judah
Ayash’s sons, who went to Livorno to publish three more of their father’s works
after his death in 1760. During their stays in town, Jacob Moses and Joseph Ayash
enjoyed assistance from the same Livornese supporters who had helped their father.
When Jacob Moses Ayash arrived in the Tuscan port twenty-three years after his
father’s death he received help from Franco’s family, which he duly praised and
thanked in his introduction to the Sefer mateh Yehudah (1783), a commentary on the
Shulh·an ‘arukh (Orah· ·hayim).17
During the same visit, Ayash the younger was also able to strike up a relationship with another Livornese supporter, Eliezer h·ay Recanati, who already counted
Azulai and the talmudist and poet Isaac h·ayim Frosolone (at that time both living in
Livorno) among his protégés.18 Like Moses Haim Franco, Recanati was a powerful
member of the Livornese Jewish mercantile elite, who belonged to the first Italian
family admitted to the mostly Sephardi Mahamad (a body of sixty governors from
among the most established families in town) of this Tuscan community.19 When
Ayash’s youngest son Joseph arrived in Livorno ten years later to print yet another
of his father’s manuscripts, the Sefer kol Yehudah (1793), both Moses h·ayim Franco
and Eliezer h·ay Recanati had died. The tradition of patronage however was kept
alive by their relatives: Recanati’s sons Isaac h·ay and Joshua, on the one hand, and
Franco’s widow Donha Rosa, on the other, assisted Joseph during his Livornese stay
with financial support and hospitality.20
Scholarly and publishing assistance was also intimately related with support in
other areas. As in h·IDA’s case, several other rabbis who sought to print books in
Livorno were traveling as shelih·im for Jewish communities in the Holy Land.21 A
connection with an influential local patron willing to apadrinar (sponsor, protect) an
emissary could prove particularly crucial in the case of fundraising missions, when
communal funds as well as private donations were mobilized.22
Thus Jacob Moses Ayash, an itinerant fundraiser for the Jewish community of
Jerusalem, relied on Eliezer h·ay Recanati not only for printing support, but also for
his own fundraising purposes.23 h·IDA too benefited from the protection of Pereira
de Leon in relation to his fundraising activities. In fact, Pereira de Leon and h·IDA
had become acquainted on the occasion of Azulai’s very first fundraising visit to the
Tuscan port in 1753, and their relationship was strengthened during his second longer stay in the Tuscan port in 1755 and 1756.24 This fruitful friendship was resumed
again when Azulai stopped in Livorno during his second fundraising mission in
1774, and it developed into a stable affiliation with the Pereira de Leon household
after the rabbi moved to the Tuscan port.
According to Azulai’s recollection in his Ma‘agal tov, he almost ruined his chances
during his first fundraising mission because of some negative comments about old
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Livornese pekide erets israel (Deputies for the Holy Land), the communal deputies in
charge of the funds destined to assist foreign Jewish settlements, which were found
among his papers. However, Pereira de Leon, who was acting as a deputy that year,
sided with the rabbi, striving to suppress the incident, and backed him successfully
when the Mahamad considered his fundraising requests. The intervention of Pereira
de Leon was particularly welcome, as Azulai had originally hoped to rely on another
“powerful friend” then serving as parnas, who, to his great dismay, could not attend
the communal meeting because of an illness.25 Again in 1774, Azulai wrote in his
diary that he was unable to collect the money allocated to his mission after an altercation with the community’s pekide erets israel, but could rely on Pereira de Leon and
other local friends to raise generous funds through individual donations.26
It seems obvious that for itinerant Jewish authors and scholars, who had even
fewer opportunities to enjoy institutional support than their gentile peers, entry into
a client relationship with a powerful patron was often perceived as the only way to
publish their works and advance in their endeavors. But what about the benefactors
themselves? Informal support (both private and public) of Jewish spiritual leaders
had been in practice since antiquity and it was certainly still a key feature of early
modern Jewish culture. Examining the ties established by authors and their sponsors
from the point of view of patron-client relationships illuminates further the dynamics of this partnership as well as the ambitions of members of the Jewish mercantile
elite.
Patron-client relations represent a way in which society structures and regulates
the flow of resources, and are based on interactions characterized by the simultaneous exchange of different types of assets and promises of solidarity.27 Both patrons
and clients tend to represent their associations as voluntary; patrons like to portray
their acts as disinterested and arbitrary.28 However, it would be a mistake to take this
at face value, and we should rather emphasize the mutual interest of both parties in
such relations. It is important to ask, therefore, not only if connection with a wealthy
patron enhanced the credibility of a rabbi, or if the patrons had any influence on
how the writings of their protégés developed, over what was printed, and over its
consumption—but also what kind of benefit the lay sponsors themselves might have
reaped.
What could have been the motivations of men like Pereira de Leon, Recanati, and
Franco, busy exponents of the Livornese commercial class, in striking lasting relationships with itinerant rabbis? Both Pereira de Leon and Recanati were members
of the Livornese Mahamad. Pereira de Leon was a relatively recent addition to the
Livornese communal council, to which he was only appointed in 1741. From that moment on, he served keenly and continuously in a variety of public offices,29 and also
acted as parnas in 1756 and 1764. 30 Recanati had perhaps an even more active career,
serving repeatedly as parnas in 1761, 1765, 1769, 1773 and 1781. 31 Franco was, on the
other hand, personally distant from the political life of Livornese Jewry, though he
was related to some of its protagonists, such as Joseph Franco, a powerful merchant
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with ties in London and one of the most distinguished leaders of the Livornese
community. 32
There is no doubt that Pereira de Leon, Recanati, and Franco were representatives of the Livornese Jewish economic and political elite. It is possible that the
time-honored model offered by Rashi’s interpretation of the symbiotic partnership
between the tribes of Zebulun and Issachar gave them some inspiration for their
patronage. The tribe of Zebulun, whom Rashi depicted as merchants, provided resources for that of Issachar to devote itself entirely to Torah study. 33 Without Zebulun,
Issachar could not thrive. And just like Rashi’s Zebulun, wealthy Livornese benefactors would likely have expected to share in the spiritual reward achieved by Torah
scholars from entering a relationship with a rabbi. Pious Jewish merchants who were
distracted by their practical concerns and businesses and were unable to devote their
life fully to Torah would have found consolation in assisting a scholar. It is telling
that one of the recurrent features in both Hebrew introductions and vernacular dedications are the elaborate lists of blessings inserted after the name of each donor, as
if the patron could vicariously get closer to God through the help of his rabbinic
protégé, who promised to pray on his behalf. Consider for instance the last lines of
Ayash’s dedication to Franco: “I beseech Your Lordship to please accept this small
gift that my grateful affection dedicates to you, and I am praying God that he may
prolong the life of Your Lordship for many years and maintain you at the peak of
your utmost happiness and greatness.” 34 One suspects that the length of the blessing
directly reflected the generosity of the benefactor.
It is also necessary to consider the indirect intellectual prestige and cultural capital a patron would acquire through his association with a rabbinic scholar.
Significantly, not every scholar received material support and help for publication—
why h·IDA and Ayash, but not others? For one thing, both h·IDA and Ayash were
already relatively well-known by the time they arrived at Livorno. Their fame preceded them and would have made them more attractive to potential sponsors. Book
dedications may shed additional light on this question. As Roger Chartier has remarked, the dedication of a book to a princely sponsor was not only the “instrument
of an unsymmetrical exchange,” reflecting the association between a hopeful author
and a powerful individual who offered his protection in a “deferred countermove.”
Dedications also mirrored a prince’s absolute power. The patron saw himself praised
as the original inspiration and author of the book, as if the writer were offering his
benefactor a work that belonged to him in the first place. 35
It is possible to consider the last paragraph of Azulai’s dedication to Pereira
de Leon in this light: “This entire summary of perfections makes Your Lordship a
champion, so that with your knowledge and loving intellect you may open this door, 36
which the stubborn key of my short experience keeps close, so that, by showering your
wisdom, many others may enter to drink. May God let prosper Your Lordship with a
long life and blessings, which he may grant you and all your worthy family. Amen.” 37
In a bold rhetorical move, h·IDA granted his patron—whom he described as most
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accomplished in both Jewish and non-Jewish scholarship, including legal, medical,
and political knowledge—the ability to give his own work epistemological legitimacy. Only Pereira de Leon could open the “Door of Joseph.” Azulai, the young ·hakham
who was establishing a reputation as a rabbinic prodigy among Jewish communities
throughout the Diaspora, contrasted the knowledge, loving intellect, and wisdom of
Dr. Pereira de Leon with his own “short experience.” By accepting Azulai’s dedication, Michael Pereira de Leon not only increased in fame and recognition, but also
most significantly found himself in the extraordinary position of giving authority to
his protégé’s halakhic commentary.
In the early modern Christian world, princely patrons saw themselves praised
as incomparable poets or scientists through the means of the dedication. Within
the Jewish world, the currency of “patronage exchange” seems to have been Torah
scholarship. Judah Ayash generously bestowed the honorific title of maskil on Franco
in his introduction to the Bene Yehudah, and so did his son Jacob Moses for Recanati
in the Mateh Yehudah; however, there is no evidence that Franco or Recanati were
ever nominated as maskilim. In fact, Franco paid practically every year from 1768 to
1778 to be excluded from the honor of ·hatan Torah (bridegroom of the Torah), in
which a distinguished member of the congregation is called to read the last verses of
the Torah on the occasion of Simh·at Torah. So did Recanati on repeated occasions. 38
These requests for exemption were most likely due to the frequent business trips
that Livornese Jewish merchants undertook, though other factors may have played
a role as well. 39 We come to appreciate further the particular appeal of scholarly
sponsorship in the community of Livorno, where some members of the Jewish upper
classes chose not to participate in certain aspects of congregational life, but nonetheless yearned for identification with traditional Jewish knowledge and its production. Association with a respected rabbi provided the patron with intellectual and
religious cachet, strengthening his image as a Torah expert within the community.40
In conclusion, in the second half of the eighteenth century, at least three Jewish
patrons supporting itinerant rabbinic scholars were present simultaneously in
Livorno. This patronage system should not only be taken into consideration to explain the development of the port as a Hebrew-printing hub during that period, but
can also open up fresh avenues for research. Eighteenth-century Jewish communities
of traders, such as London and Bordeaux, have been frequently depicted as pragmatically integrated into the broader society but wanting in Jewish intellectual life,
as if all the energy of their members were spent in the commercial field.41 However,
Jewish patronage of foreign scholars and itinerant fundraisers may have served in
certain instances as a virtuous alternative for local cultural productivity.
Similarly, wealthy Sephardi merchants are often portrayed as “secular” avant la
lettre, and quite disinterested in the spiritual life of the Jewish community. Referring
to the sermons that h·IDA delivered in Livorno, which decry the lapse in observance
of its Jewry, Meir Benayahu could not help but conclude that the more Livornese
Jews grew wealthy, the less they cared for religion.42 In fact, the situation of the
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Livornese mercantile elites is more nuanced. In the Tuscan port we find a more conservative situation than previously suspected, of which the complex support system
that some of the established exponents of the economic and political elite provided
to rabbinic scholars from abroad, such as h·IDA and Ayash, is just one example.
This configuration dispels doubts about the disinterest in Jewish spirituality on the
part of powerful merchants of both Sephardi and Italian background, shows that
economic success did not automatically translate into assimilation or loss of Jewish
values, and suggests that ostensibly “secular” behaviors could coexist with religious
motivations. While the Livornese economic elite may have grown less strict in its
observance of Jewish laws or less active in synagogue life, sponsorship of rabbinic
scholars offered an avenue to the community’s leaders to play Zebulun on behalf of
itinerant Issachar, conspicuously and publicly sharing not only in the rewards, but
also in the honors of Torah scholarship.
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